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Abstract

Cultural Refraction through Transpacific Material Exchange:

Chinese Porcelain and Early Colonial Spanish America

Erin McClain Keelin, M.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017

Supervisor: Stephennie Mulder
Co-Supervisor: Yun-Chiahn C. Sena
This thesis frames the cultural development of late Ming China and Colonial
Spanish America within the scientific model of light refraction, arguing that the
deliberate inclusion of Chinese ceramics into the visual culture of nascent New Spain
influenced its emerging cultural identity, and that the influx of American silver catalyzed
advancements in Chinese ceramic production. Examining the transpacific exchange of
material culture, this thesis uses visual analysis, connoisseurship, and historical
testimonies to address cultural intersections between 1600 and 1700.
Chinese porcelain with cobalt blue under clear glaze is known to have been
consumed in the Eastern Hemisphere, but its presence in the Americas is relatively
underrepresented, though increasingly garnering recognition as a result of recent
excavations and exhibitions. Imported by the galleon trade from the Philippine port of

v

Manila, colonialists used and treasured Chinese ceramics and absorbed characteristics of
these foreign goods into local production. As New Spain refracted from its European
origins, the colony developed a unique cultural identity informed, in part, by Chinese
influences.
As early Spanish American society flourished, Ming rule destabilized and kilns
faltered with the absence of commissions. Cultural convergence via the transpacific trade
refracted the course of Chinese ceramic production; the influx of American silver
advantageously financed kilns’ new creative pursuits. American silver fueled the coastal
economy, facilitated the rise of a new merchant class, and converted coastal economy to a
specie-based economy. Kilns’ newly obtained artistic freedom encouraged the production
of innovative motifs and shapes based on domestic merchant demand and foreign export
trade, diverting from the traditional ware types for imperial and scholar-official
consumption, and inspiring a new visual language for the early Qing dynasty.
The exchange of material goods and the course of cultural refraction between
transitional Ming-Qing China and Spanish America contributed to the foundation of
modern Mexico and established the socioeconomic climate for the Qing dynasty. Though
understudied, the depth of influence between these two dynamic societies is an emerging
field of scholarship, and the refraction model provides a construct for viewing cultural
development.
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Introduction

In the discipline of physics, refraction is “the phenomenon whereby a ray of light
(or other electromagnetic radiation) is diverted or deflected from its course in passing
from one medium into another, or in traversing a medium of varying density” (Figure 1).1
The experience is easily replicated using a translucent glass, half-filled with liquid, and
an opaque straw; when the straw is submerged in the liquid, and viewed from eye-level,
the straw appears mysteriously “bent.” Although the straw remains structurally straight,
its appearance seems angled because light travels at a slower wavelength, therefore
influencing our visual perception of the straw. In air, the straw appears straight, but in
water, the straw appears bent because the light is refracted from its original path,
resulting in a skewed perspective of the straw’s physical state.
The refraction model applies to cultural phenomena because the perception of a
social group may transform or modify according to its environment or surrounding
elements. A cultural implementation of refraction occurs when we perceive burgeoning
colonial cultures as they form their cultural identity in a new milieu of indigenous people
and practices. The conquest of Mexico by Spanish conquistadors and the subsequent
cultural identity cultivated in Colonial Spanish America are illustrative of this
phenomenon. In the aforementioned science experiment, the first generation of colonists

1

"refraction, n." oed.com, accessed November 17, 2016,
http://www.oed.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/view/Entry/161038?redirectedFrom=refraction.
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represents the straw above the surface of the liquid, as Spaniards in the midst of the
European Renaissance, fresh to the experiences of New Spain. Conversely, below the
waterline, the straw bends and runs parallel to the trajectory of the colonists living among
new surroundings, actively informing their own society with foreign influences.
After an unsuccessful attempt to reach Asia, the Spanish made landfall in North
America in 1521 and officially colonized modern-day Mexico, where they were met with
an unfamiliar milieu of indigenous cultures and beliefs. The Euro-Christian Spanish
colonists were suspended among Amerindian groups including the Nahua, Aztec, Maya,
Zapotec, and Mixtec people, all cultures that were, themselves, absorbing and emitting
cultural influences. In the spirit of European humanism, new colonists, “stubbornly held
on to the belief that the social norms of all people were universal.”2 So steeped in their
motherland’s values, first-generation colonists were generally dismissive of the spiritual
beliefs held by indigenous people. For example, early colonists largely believed that the
Aztecs accounted for one of the ten Lost Tribes of Israel and focused their mission to
evangelize local peoples.
The initial dismissal of indigenous spiritual and cultural identities reaffirmed the
Renaissance notion of universalism, but provided a foil to subsequent criollo3 and
mestizo generations. In this new frontier, colonialists sought to cement their place in the
New World by incorporating the diversity among them into their own material culture.

2

3

Gauvin Alexander Bailey, Art of Colonial Latin America (New York: Phaidon, 2005), 44.
Creole, New Spain-born colonist
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The more foreign and obscure their treasure, the more their identity as Spanish
Americans was reinforced. As colonists adjusted to submersion in a strange environment
of diverse material culture, the cultural identity of subsequent generations was refracted
from their forefathers’, drawing a parallel to the metaphorical straw below the water’s
surface.
Beyond local exposure to indigenous cultures, Spanish Colonialists imported and
celebrated Asian visual culture, an interest previously expressed by their Iberian
forefathers. Spanish interest in Asia predated the Manila Galleons and Spain’s settlement
in Mexico; indeed, Spanish conquistadors reached Mexico in error while in search for a
direct source for Asian commodities, intending to circumvent the stronghold of
distribution controlled by the Moors. By way of the transpacific Manila Galleon trade,
Chinese and Japanese export wares became more visible in the markets in Acapulco and
Mexico City. Spanish colonialists also forwarded cargo from the galleons from Acapulco
to the eastern Mexico port of Veracruz where ships sailed to markets in Spain.
Chinese influence was also accompanied by other visual influences that
contributed to the complexity of race in the colonies, including those from Filipino and
African traditions. As Iberian imperialists established port cities in the Philippines, a
partnership of trade transpired and cultural exchange occurred between Filipino sellers
and colonial buyers, which would subsequently seep into American discourse. African
culture, though present in New Spain, was not as readily absorbed into the colonialists’
identity. As early as 1510 and 1511, after forums of discussion in Seville about the
unethical practice of enslaving indigenous peoples, Spain brought Africans to Mexico to

3

work as slaves in lieu of indigenous peoples.4 Africans preserved their religions and
customs despite enslavement and remain a significant population in Mexico today,
demonstrating an aspect of the region’s racial tolerance, and the African-American
impact is considered by scholars to be a raiz, or root, of colonial identity.5
Portugal laid the groundwork for later Spanish trade as they successfully opened
ports in China prior to China’s ban on economic exchange in 1525. Portuguese explorers
first explored the area around the Canton River in 1516, and established sufficient ties
with porcelain sellers such that an illicit ceramic trade continued well into the last quarter
of the sixteenth century. A variety of shipwrecks dating after 1516 indicate that Chinese
porcelains painted for the Western market were, in fact, in circulation. New Spanish
conquistador Miguel López de Legazpi besieged the Islamic-ruled Philippine island of
Manila on June 24, 1571, which created the opportunity for Manila to serve as the
Eastern hub of Spanish trade. While the sailing route from New Spain to Manila was
known and viable, the western-bound return route was established in 1565. As a result,
the first regular voyages of the Manila-Acapulco trade began, initiating a circuitous
exchange of culture and goods between the Philippines and Mexico (Figure 2). The
earliest known large shipments of Chinese ceramics on board the ships date to 1573.6 The
Manila Galleons brought an array of utilitarian and luxury products to New Spain, with

4

Bailey, 47.

5

Robert Chao Romero, The Chinese in Mexico, 1882-1940 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
2010), 8.
6

Brian McElney, Chinese Ceramics and Maritime Trade Pre-1700 (Bath: Museum of East Asian
Art, 2006), 26.
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objects ranging from Chinese domestic wares to those intentionally created for colonial
consumption, such as Christian “crosses, rosaries, and reliquaries.”7
Both Manila and Acapulco offered enormous marketplaces, known as Parián, for
the distribution of their imports. Junk ships, or Chinese cargo vessels, from China’s
coasts supplied Parián merchants in Manila as early as 1572. The viceroy of New Spain
demonstrated commitment to the marketplaces as they paid an annual subsidy to ensure
their role in commerce on the island.8 The concept of large-scale mercantile markets –as
opposed to smaller, localized markets– was based in traditions from the High Middle
Ages that immigrated along with the Spaniards.9 Acapulco was the sole Western port-ofcall for the Manila Galleons, and what goods were not distributed there went on to the
Parián in central Mexico City, capital of New Spain. A lengthy but descriptive account,
Juan de Viera describes the “Theater of Marvels” as:
[taking] the form of a citadel or castle, with eight gates and four streets with its
square in the middle, that they call the Baratillo Grande (a kind of Cut-Price
Bazaar). Everywhere, both inside and outside, there are shops selling all kinds of
merchandise, from China, from Europe and from within these shores. There is an
infinite variety of porcelain, precious stones, silverware, braiding, etc.,
representing a value of more than thirty million all told. In the middle of the cutprice bazaar there are streets full of booths and stalls, and this center is devoted to
ready-made garments...The oddest of curiosities are sold at retail: engravings,
clocks and watches, drinking vessels and other items of silver; swords, rapiers,
firearms, horse brasses, books, cut glass, display cases and the images of saints to
put in them, etc… and the other street is composed of kitchen articles and
7

Kathleen Deagan, Artifacts of the Spanish Colonies 1500-1800, Vol. 2: Portable Personal
Possessions (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Books, 2002), 56.
8

The Silver Galleons: Mexico, Heart of Two Ocean Trade 1565-1815 (Houston: Instituto
Cultural Mexicano de Houston, 1997), 42.
9
Ibid., 103.
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furniture and anything you can think of that might be necessary for the decoration
of a house, of whatever class. Drawing cabinets, commodes, engravings, china
cabinets, the oriental mirrors with candelabra attached known as cornucopios,
sideboards, tables, chairs and stools, cabinets for displaying figures of saints and
tabernacles for the Host, sculpted images, beds, folding screens, daises,
bookcases, chests and coffers, trunks, mirrors and, in short, in less than an hour
you could put a house together fit to receive any dignitary, for as long as you have
the money in your pocket there are no end of carpets, sets of china and precious
utensils...10
The success of the Manila Galleon trade was supported by a coinciding shift in
China’s political and economic state. While Spanish colonists settled in Mexico, China’s
Ming dynasty (1368-1644) was simultaneously under threat of Manchu invasion, thus
diverting resources from luxury spending to defenses against their northern assault.
Meanwhile, the silver brought by the galleons maintained the health of Jingdezhen kilns
while the coastal region ailed from political decline.
This thesis argues that the intersection of divergent cultures causes the
progression of cultures to refract, as demonstrated by the burgeoning Spanish American
identity as it responded to Chinese motifs, as well as the reciprocal economic influence of
foreign demand on Chinese ceramic production. Chapter One discusses Chinese
ceramics’ role in the colonial society in Mexico and how the objects were collected, used,
commissioned, and treasured by Spanish colonialists. This chapter discusses colonial
reception of Chinese ceramics, the refraction of visual preferences in the region, and the
role of the objects in daily life.

10

Ibid., 113-114.
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Chapter Two focuses on the emulation, parallels, and divergence of ceramics
produced by Colonial potters as informed by available Chinese archetypes. Although
interested in reproducing similar ceramics, local potters were unable to replicate Chinese
porcelain fabrication techniques due to lack of natural materials and kiln technology.
Colonial potters, therefore, relied on ceramic technology used in Talavera de la Reina,
Spain.11 This chapter will discuss the ways that Mexican ceramicists absorbed Chinese
motifs and incorporated native characteristics to produce a unique visual culture.
Chapter Three demonstrates the extent to which Spanish America contributed to
widespread changes in China’s kiln production, economy, laws, and wealth distribution,
ultimately influencing the historical discourse of this otherwise self-content nation. This
chapter delves into the reciprocal refraction that occurred as a result of Spanish American
silver entering coastal markets amid the Ming dynasty’s tumultuous decline.
A great deal of research about Chinese export ceramics to Dutch and Portuguese
markets exists, but porcelain for Colonial Mexico is seldom mentioned in scholarship.
Part of this underrepresentation may stem from the colonists’ lack of bookkeeping;
inspectors seldom verified the contents of ships arriving in Acapulco, and the captain of
the ship was seldom prompted to submit the “shipping manifest known as the libro de
sobordo.” Further, “[t]he sloppy manner in which administrative procedures were carried
out at both ports (Acapulco and Manila) makes it difficult to arrive at even an

11

Edwin Atlee Barber, The Maiolica of Mexico (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum of Art,
1908), 7.

7

approximate” amount of cargo that arrived in Acapulco.12 Additionally, in extant estate
inventory lists, scholars have demonstrated that porcelain was not faithfully itemized,
either to obscure malicious activity or simply because the value of other objects aboard
the ship ranked of higher importance. In contrast to the colonists’ lack of documentation,
the Portuguese and Dutch meticulously accounted for their cargo, and successful
scholarship has been distilled.
The academic discipline of non-imperial Chinese ceramics during the Ming-Qing
transition in the seventeenth century is a relatively recent phenomenon. The 1981
exhibition Transitional Wares and their Forerunners coordinated by the Hong Kong
Oriental Ceramic Society published the first focused study of ceramics of the transitional
period.13 Shortly after, in 1983, Stephen Little curated and published the catalogue
Chinese Ceramics of the Transitional Period: 1620-1683 for the China Institute in
America, which stirred scholarly Western interest the shifting styles of ceramics
throughout the Ming decline and the trends absorbed by Qing emperors and scholar
officials.
A series of illuminating exhibitions on Ming-Qing transitional Chinese porcelain
is due to the work of Sir Michael Butler (1927-2014), a British diplomat turned collector,
scholar, and advocate for non-Imperial, seventeenth century Chinese ceramics. Butler

Maria Bonta de la Pezuela, “The Perils of Porcelain: Chinese Export Porcelain for the Mexican
Colonial Market,” in At the Crossroads: The Arts of Spanish America and Early Global Trade,
1492-1850, eds. Donna Pierce and Ronald Otsuka (Denver: Denver Art Museum, 2012), 49.
12

13

Richard S. Kilburn, Transitional Wares and their Forerunners (Hong Kong: The Oriental
Ceramic Society of Hong Kong, 1981).
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amassed an impressive collection exceeding 800 pieces and frequently loaned objects to
exhibitions in an effort to further the exposure of these wares.14 Several exhibition
catalogues stem from his connoisseurship and scholarship. The first publication of his
work was associated with the exhibition, Chinese Porcelain, The Transitional Period,
1620-1683: A Selection from the Michael Butler Collection. In 1990, Seventeenth
Century Chinese Porcelain from the Butler Family Collection expanded on earlier work
and included essays by Margaret Medley and Stephen Little.15 Butler also contributed to
the only book-length publication specific to the ceramics of the first reign of the Qing
dynasty in Treasures from an Unknown Reign: Shunzhi Porcelain.16 Co-written with
Stephen Little and Julia B. Curtis, this volume discusses the painterly overglaze enamels
that flourished in the mid-seventeenth century. Particularly pivotal was Butler’s 2006
partnership with Wang Qingzheng, renowned ceramics expert and Deputy Director of the
Shanghai Museum, to produce the exhibition Seventeenth Century Jingdezhen Porcelain
from the Shanghai Museum and the Butler Collections: Beauty's Enchantment.17 Butler’s

“Michael Butler – Obituary,” TheTelegraph.co.uk, last modified January 1, 2014,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/politics-obituaries/10546077/Sir-Michael-Butlerobituary.html.
14

15

Michael Butler, Margaret Medley, and Stephen Little, Seventeenth Century Chinese Porcelain
from the Butler Family Collection (Alexandria, VA: Art Services International, 1990).
16
Michael Butler, Stephen Little, and Julia B. Curtis, Treasures from an Unknown Reign: Shunzhi
Porcelain (Honolulu: Honolulu Academy of Arts, 2002).
17
Michael Butler and Wang Qingzheng, Seventeenth Century Jingdezhen Porcelain from the
Shanghai Museum and the Butler Collections: Beauty's Enchantment (Shanghai: Shanghai
Museum, 2006).
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final volume was the 2008 Late Ming: Chinese Porcelain from the Butler Collections,
which focused on the success of Jingdezhen in the absence of imperial oversight.18
The English-language exploration of Chinese material culture studies has also
expanded in the last three decades. Craig Clunas’ 1991 work Superfluous Things:
Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China addressed elite late Ming
dynasty consumption, pursuing a new approach from previous scholarship that focused
on production and concomitant labor costs.19 Clunas analyzes Ming dynasty
connoisseurship manuals to argue that an object’s significance could be interpreted by the
viewer in a variety of ways throughout its lifetime. A later work by Clunas, Empire of
Great Brightness: Visual and Material Cultures of Ming China, 1368-1644, built upon
Clunas’ expertise on Ming visual culture by evaluating the social context of objects,
instead of their aesthetic merit.20
Jonathan Hay’s Sensuous Surfaces: The Decorative Object in Early Modern
China addressed the decorative arts produced for the Chinese domestic market,
specifically focusing on the appreciation of surfaces of portable luxury products.21 Using
a case-study approach with objects as tools for engagement, Hay’s well-illustrated

Michael Butler, Late Ming: Chinese Porcelain from the Butler Collections (Luxembourg:
Musée National d'Histoire et d'Art, 2008).
19
Craig Clunas, Superfluous Things: Material Culture and Social Status in Early Modern China
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1991).
18

20

Craig Clunas, Empire of Great Brightness: Visual and Material Cultures of Ming China, 13681644 (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2007).
21

Jonathan Hay, Sensuous Surfaces: The Decorative Object in Early Modern China (London:
Reaktion Books Ltd., 2010).
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monograph covers 1570 through 1840. Unlike Clunas’ approach, Hay embraces the
aesthetic qualities of material culture.
The concept of Ming-Qing transitional period ceramics has only recently been
incorporated into a larger conceptual framework of “globalization.” Robert Finlay’s 1998
article, “The Pilgrim Art: The Culture of Porcelain in World History,” and his subsequent
book-length publication by the same name, explored the connectivity of cultures through
the exchange of porcelain exported from China. Additionally, John Carswell’s two
publications of similar topics explore Chinese porcelain’s interaction with the West. The
1985 Blue and White: Chinese Porcelain and Its Impact on the Western World exhibition
catalogue includes essays on the material’s impact in China, Asia and the Islamic world,
European reception, and Hispanic production in Chinese form.22 Carswell’s 2000
publication, Blue and White: Chinese Porcelain around the World, used blue and white
porcelain as a case study to examine its engaging role in material culture, its reception by
foreign audiences, and trends that resulted from the existence of such material.23 This
striking publication begins with a comprehensive overview of blue and white ceramics in
the Yuan dynasty, and concludes with analysis of excavated shipwrecks. Stacey Pierson,
former keeper of the Percival David Foundation and current Senior Lecturer in Chinese
Ceramics at the School of Oriental and African Studies, furthered the conversation on
China’s contribution to globalization in From Object to Concept: Global Consumption

22

John Carswell, Blue and White: Chinese Porcelain and Its Impact on the Western World
(Chicago: University of Chicago, The David and Alfred Smart Gallery, 1985).
23

John Carswell, Blue and White: Chinese Porcelain Around the World (London: British
Museum Press, 2000).
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and the Transformation of Ming Porcelain.24 Pierson recognizes Ming ceramic’s iconic
place in the story of the East and contributes to the field by arguing that the “Ming vase”
was reinterpreted by subsequent cultures, particularly focusing on the Americas and
Europe.
Of the annual symposia hosted by the Mayer Center for Pre-Columbian and
Spanish Colonial Art at the Denver Art Museum, two recent conferences have focused on
the cultural exchange between Asia and Spanish America, each producing important
compilations of papers. Both volumes – Asia and Spanish America: Trans-Pacific
Artistic and Cultural Exchange, 1580-1850 (held 2006)25 and At the Crossroads: The
Arts of Spanish America and Early Global Trade 1492-1850 (held 2010)26 – use objectbased arguments for material and cultural exchange, and are indispensable for
understanding the reception of Eastern and specifically Chinese influence in Spanish
America.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art organized an exhibition catalogue, Chinese
Ceramics in Colonial Mexico that demonstrated the reciprocal traditions between Mexico
and the East.27 Although brief, the publication acknowledges many important works that

24

Stacey Pierson, From Object to Concept: Global Consumption and the Transformation of Ming
Porcelain (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2013).
25

Donna Pierce and Ronald Otsuka, eds., Asia and Spanish America: Trans-Pacific Artistic and
Cultural Exchange, 1580-1850 (Denver: Denver Art Museum, 2009).
26

Donna Pierce and Ronald Otsuka, eds., At the Crossroads: The Arts of Spanish America and
Early Global Trade 1492-1850 (Denver: Denver Art Museum, 2012).
27

George Kuwayama, Chinese Ceramics in Colonial Mexico (Los Angeles: Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, 1997).
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argue for the influence of Chinese motifs in Colonial Spanish America. A forthcoming
research monograph by Farzaneh Pirouz draws upon the aforementioned Los Angeles
catalogue and is the basis of the recent exhibition “Clay between Two Seas: From the
Abbasid Court to Puebla de los Angeles,” hosted by the Crow Collection. The publication
promises new research on the transference of visual culture by way of ceramics. The
important exhibition, and accompanying catalogue, Tornaviaje: La Nao de China y el
Barroco en México (1565-1815), displayed approximately 250 objects of various
materials summarizing the transpacific exchange between China and Mexico.28
Although not specifically related to Chinese porcelain in Spanish America, I have
referred to several volumes that address European reception that are worthy of mention as
they are valuable for understanding the basis of early colonial ideology and taste. There is
no shortage of literature pertaining to Chinese export ware intended for the European
market. Among the earlier works of this nature, the two-volume China For the West:
Chinese Porcelain and Other Decorative Arts for Export Illustrated from the Mottahedeh
Collection outlines the variety of ware types produced for domestic use and export, as
well as commissioned wares with European themes, portraits, and armorial patterns.29
Seattle Art Museum’s exhibition Porcelain Stories: From China to Europe also
addressed the narrative of porcelain, from its evolution from stoneware in the Tang

28
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dynasty (618-907) through the material’s contribution to Rococo Europe.30 Additionally,
Rose Kerr’s and Luisa E. Mengoni’s 2011 publication utilized the Victoria and Albert
Museum collection to demonstrate wares made for export to Europe, with particular
attention to commissions of European motifs and shapes.31 In Treasures of Chinese
Export Ceramics, William R. Sargent compiles 237 pieces from the Peabody Essex
Museum’s vast and varied collection of export porcelain into an enormous volume that
provides a working overview of ceramics commissioned by Europeans and Americans, as
well as domestic wares whose journey ended in the Americas.32 The publication begins
with an essay by Rose Kerr describing the changing role of Jingdezhen and its famous
kilns from the Yuan dynasty to modern times.
Disparate cultures are perceived and internalized through the “exchange, display,
curiosity, learning, and imitation” of objects,33 and the cultural refraction theory frames
these perceptions and accounts for the trajectory of subsequent cultures. Although many
sociological inquiries have ventured these interactions within a single culture, only
recently have scholars threaded together these observations to argue the significance and
depth of influence between transitional China and Mexico in the Colonial Spanish
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American landscape. To provide a metaphorical structure to this development, the
scientific analogy of light refraction provides a conceptual wireframe through which we
may delineate the interaction of transpacific cultures by the trade of material culture.
Although historically understudied, the intersection of these cultures established two of
the most important trading ports of the modern era, which would result in the foundations
of modern Mexico as well as the socioeconomic origins of the Qing dynasty.

15

Chapter One:
Spanish American Consumption of Chinese Wares

A century following the Spanish conquest of North America, a new culture in
Mexico had formed, one that refracted from the trajectory of European lineage as a result
of interaction with the indigenous milieu of America and the purposeful inclusion of
foreign resources. This refraction changed colonialists’ thoughts and tastes so that their
interests would diverge from those of their Iberian relatives. To a degree unexplored by
their European forefathers, Spanish Americans purposefully included Chinese wares into
their visual culture to describe their own colonial way of life.
The flow of blue and white objects into Europe became more regular in the
second half of the sixteenth century.34 The first known Chinese porcelain created
specifically for Spain dates to the Wanli reign, circa 1575, and bears the heraldic doubleheaded Hapsburg eagle.35 A similar vase, in the collection of the Peabody Essex Museum
(Figure 3), shares the characteristic Chinese guan shape with bulging shoulders tapering
to a wide foot. The quality of the porcelain appears consistent with the output of Wanli
kilns; as the Ming dynasty began a collapse in the Wanli period, kilns had fewer
resources to produce fine porcelain. The heavy use of cobalt, with only a subtle range of
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blue hues to suggest shading, produces bold images of bids, dogs, and peacocks. While
the arrangement of shapes on the vase draws attention to the heraldic imagery, scrolling
vines at the neck and the general geometrical arrangement of the scenes evoke the
Chinese-made nature of the vase. King Philip II of Spain (1527-1598), “granted the use
of the Hapsburg eagle to the Augustinian order in the Philippines, and the jar may have
been commissioned by [the missionaries] when they made one of their first expeditions to
China itself.”36 Philip II, a famously voracious art patron, intentionally sought Chinese
examples to incorporate into his own collection; in the 1570s, he commissioned Talavera
de la Reina to produce blue and white tiles modeled on Chinese porcelain to adorn the
Escorial, “believ[ing] that the blue and white suited the sober architecture of his palace
better than the flamboyant Italo-Flemish style of polychrome decoration.”37 Further
demonstrating Philip II’s appreciation of the medium are two similarly dated vases of the
Wanli period (Figure 4). The flat, pilgrim-flask-shaped vase with shallow, round body
supports a long, cylindrical necks recalling functional flasks used to contain liquids. The
studded pattern that encircles Philip II’s coat of arms, as well as the concentric scrolling
motif and studded “outer” border, indicates that the Chinese creators of this vase used a
Spanish Colonial coin as a point of reference.38 Not only was Philip II’s crest, a symbol
of Iberian imperialism, reproduced in a Chinese porcelain factory, the vase demonstrates
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that the Spain’s colony in Mexico had far reaching influence, as well. The imperfect
rendering of the castle and lion point to the artist’s unfamiliarity with the Western
inspiration. In addition to the Spanish colonial influences on the base, the central section
is surmounted by a Chinese-style floral spray of twisting bamboo or scholar’s rocks. The
reverse side depicts a recumbent scholar and his attendant, a pastoral Chinese landscape
scene.
Drawing from historical records, blue and white porcelain produced in Talavera
de la Reina sold well locally, but apart from Iberian royalty, Spanish citizenry did not
celebrate authentic Chinese porcelain to the same extent as their colonial counterparts in
America. Excavations from shipwrecks on the Veracruz-Spain voyage route, Spain’s
primary pipeline for all Chinese imports, have resulted in a relatively small amount of
Chinese porcelain.39 While inventory logs penned to account for the Manila-Acapulco
route reveal the number of ceramics entering Mexico from China, exports leaving
Mexico for Spain appear relatively light on porcelain. The relatively small volume of
ceramics sent to Spain, compared to those with a terminus in Mexico, suggests that
colonialists had developed a taste for Chinese porcelain and increasingly used the wares
in daily routines, and, therefore, most of the ceramics leaving Manila were intended for
New Spain and not for the Spanish or European markets.
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Shifting Social Structure and its Conspicuous Consumption
Settlers of New Spain left behind an Iberian social identity that revolved around a
“fetishization of genealogies,” promoting pure lineage of nobility above other classes.40
As a result of religious upheaval in Europe, maintaining the limpieza de sangre, or a
lineage without Jewish or Moorish heritage, was increasingly important in the late
sixteenth century. The proliferation of castas paintings, visual depictions of lineage
prevalent in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, demonstrate that genealogies
maintained a degree of importance among Spanish Americans.41
New generations of Spanish colonists in Mexico faced greater cultural diversity,
challenging traditional notions of Iberian social structure and instead found a more fluid
interpretation of social structure. In seventeenth-century Mexico, ethnicity became the
largest component in determining social identity. As Mia L. Bagneris quips, “The first
mixed-race progeny appeared in the Americas roughly nine months after the Spanish
did,”42 and with the significance of noble lineage dissociated by time and distance, the
casta system was born. Within the casta genre paintings, indigenous, African, and
Europeans are most commonly depicted, though Chinese, Japanese, and Southeast Asians
resided in New Spain via the Manila Galleon boats. While early colonists intended to
Maria Elena Martinez, “Language, Genealogy, and Classification of ‘Race,’” in Race and
Classification: The Case of Mexican America, ed. Ilona Katzew and Susan Deans-Smith
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2009), 37.
41
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maintain social order in regimented bloodlines, New Spain would develop a fluid lineage
that would become a defining characteristic of Spanish Colonial America.
Increasingly blurring the lines of social castes, the newfound wealth of Mexico
ensured that people of every stratum had access to luxury goods. Spanish Americans
profited enormously from mining gold and silver in southern Mexico and Peru, in
addition to farming “tobacco, cacao, sugar, indigo, cochineal, and, later, coffee.”43
Spanish Americans all along the economic spectrum could purchase these sought-after
Asian imports, not limited to porcelain but also sought items including biombo panel
screens for home decor, folding fans and jewels as accessories, and silks for sartorial
sophistication. The Spanish adventurers Jorge Juan and Antonio de Ulloa, who travelled
through the Americas in the 1740s, described the universal distribution of wealth as
connoted by regional dress:
The distinction between the several classes is not very great, for the use of all sort
(sic) of clothing being allowed, everyone wears what he can purchase. So it is not
uncommon to see a mulatto, or any other mechanic, dressed in a tissue equal to
anything that can be worn by a more opulent person, they all greatly effect fine
clothes.44
Conspicuous displays of foreign materials in colonialists’ daily lives projected
their interest in overseas culture and implicitly conveyed their worldly sophistication.
Colonists spared no expense and invested in a spectrum of “sumptuous objects …
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displayed on walls, floor, cabinets, and tabletops…from Asian (principally Chinese) silk,
ivory, jewelry, and porcelain.”45 Although sumptuary laws had been evoked since the
reign of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella in the late fifteenth century, Spanish
Americans routinely dismissed these mandates and adorned their homes with the most
extravagant décor.46 Colonialists perpetuated a family’s social standing through
celebrating their European lineage with “certificates of whiteness” (cédulas de gracias al
sacar) and by demonstratively boasting lavish clothing and most precious jewels valued
by the higher caste.47

Porcelain’s Role in Daily Life
Spanish Americans utilized and incorporated Chinese wares imported by way of
the Manila Trade in domestic settings, military forts, and as devotional tools and
adornments in churches. Primary resources including paintings, written documents,
excavations, shipwrecks, and objects in modern-day collections aid in understanding and
illuminating the context of these material objects in a domestic and social setting.
In a domestic setting, Chinese wares – and blue and white porcelain specifically –
were selectively used for utility and adornment in a variety of spaces. The description
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below maps a typical Spanish American home, with each room serving a particular
purpose:
Anterooms and reception rooms, open only on grand occasions, were followed by
semipublic rooms, used on a daily basis, such as estrados (women’s reception
rooms) and state bedrooms (alcobas or recámaras), and then the more private
cabinets or private studios (gabinetes), dressing rooms (tocadores), family sitting
rooms (asistencias in New Spain), and other bedrooms decorated with less
pretension.48
While much of New Spain’s conspicuous wealth manifested in portable goods or
garments, display of porcelain in the daily life of a collector was limited. Porcelain in
particular was stored in display cabinets, or aparadores, which contained a variety of
“curiosities” assembled to pique interest or stir conversation, in addition to conveying the
worldly nature of their collector. Chinese porcelain may be found alongside:
native pottery vases in the Chinese taste, Asian objects in hard stone, and Chinese
porcelain figurines, especially Chinese guardian lions (Fu-dogs). Also on view
were aromatic earthenwares from Tonalá, Panama, and Chile, which sometimes
were mounted in silver; bezoar stones; glass objects; small alabaster or ivory
religious figurines and plaques; gold and silver objects, especially pieces with
interesting designs such as those of animals; silver-filigree artifacts; toys; coral
branches or seashells mounted in gold or silver; carved coconut shells mounted in
silver; amulets; and small religious images.49
Porcelain served a role in estrados, or the women’s quarters for entertaining,
prayer, and recreation.50 Alongside precious silver implements, porcelain was the
preferred medium to serve spiced chocolate in fine cups (cuencos, pocillos, pozuelos)51
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and breads to guests. Juan de Zurbaran (1620-1649)’s Still Life with Cup of Chocolate
depicts the use of Chinese-made cups alongside a bowl of prepared chocolate (Figure 5).
The finely made porcelain contrasts strongly with the earthenware vessel in the shape of a
double gourd (seen at the right) with flared opening. The use of a double-gourd vessel
recalls ancient indigenous implementation of the shape, and the local materials available
in Central Mexico. In addition to porcelain cups, hosts stored chocolate and spices in
locked “chocolate jars,” whose appearance and utility will be discussed in Chapter Three.
The range of activities within the estrado was extensive, and the Catholic Church
expressed concern over some of those activities, as the room was notorious for
entertaining male visitors, playing music, dancing, and smoking.52 That Chinese
porcelain was included in such physical proximity to lewd or potentially deviant settings
provides insight that its strange, unfamiliar origins contributed to the allure of porcelain.
Within churches, porcelain offered beautiful, refined imagery for devotion, but
also vessels and wares that served utilitarian roles, including baptismal basins and holy
water fonts. In an oil painting by Pedro Calderon, for example, Chinese export porcelain
vases are depicted holding offertory flower arrangements at the feet of the crucified
Christ, placed in the interior of a religious space (Figure 6). The depiction of the vases
not only captures their square shape, but also shows that each side of the vase is framed
with a fine blue outline as seem as a theme on similar, known examples (Figure 7). Vases
adorned not only religious displays, but also altars and home reliquaries. Uncommon in
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China prior to their demand in the West, such four-sided bottles with scenes depicted on
each side became popular and increasingly common toward the late eighteenth and
nineteenth century. The rectangular, four-paneled vase was introduced to China by way
of European interaction, as it enjoyed great popularity in the late sixteenth through
eighteenth centuries. A square Reichsalder bottle produced in Bohemia, currently in the
Los Angeles County Museum of Art collection, dates to 1572 and is an example of the
prototypes that would manifest in porcelain form in China in the following decades.53
Interest and daily use of porcelain permeated military settings, as well; recent
2016 excavations in the cathedral region of Acapulco uncovered ceramic sherds at the
site of Fort San Diego. The archeological site, overseen by the National Institute of
Anthropology and History (INAH), the History Museum of Acapulco, Fort San Diego,
and the Maritime Archeology Project of Acapulco (PAMPA), recently disclosed the
discovery of thousands of Wanli period (1572-1620) sherds of plates and rice cups.54
Erected in 1616, Fort San Diego was primed to receive Chinese imports. Fragments of
utilitarian wares indicates that those in the military, in addition to wealthy estate owners,
utilized Chinese ceramics. One sherd recovered from the excavation site, seemingly the
cavetto of a small dish, is decorated with a waterfowl among reeds at a shoreline (Figure
8). The quality of porcelain, as well as the application of cobalt blue in the underglaze
painting bears resemblance to a Wanli period pieces, such as a plate of similar date in the
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Butler Family Collection, which shows two deer under a pine tree, with the entire scene
encircled in a solid, dark cobalt circle (Figure 9).55 Figures on both dishes are formed
using dark cobalt outlines around light cobalt shading to define shape. Other imagery on
sherds found at Fort San Diego includes “birds, beetles, swans, ducks, deer, and other
images depicting nature.”56 Archeologists excavated fragments of locally-produced
ceramics alongside the Chinese sherds, suggesting both wares were used in the same
functional setting. In addition to ceramics, other unearthed materials included metal,
glass, and animal and human bones.
While porcelain’s role in Spanish America is contextualized by depictions in
paintings or sherds found in known excavation sites, objects excavated from shipwrecks
are more difficult to contextualize as their intended destinations are generally unknown.
An active field of research for transpacific trade, underwater archeology continues to
unearth often well-preserved troves that provide a snapshot of a sliver of time. One very
well-documented shipwreck illustrative of fruitful excavations, the San Diego was sunk
in battle by a Dutch ship in 1600. The San Diego, a battleship unintended for the
transpacific trade route, was a galleon ship that likely sailed within the Philippine islands
and contained vessels intended for export from Manila to the New Spanish colonial
market. Archeologists excavated the ship in 1990 and found 34,000 artifacts of ceramics
and weapons. Of the ceramics, archeologists identified 433 intact fine porcelain items in
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a variety of motifs, ranging from Chinese tastes to wares intended for export to the
Western market.57 A pear-shaped vase excavated from the San Diego shipwreck shows a
sinewy dragon among clouds and ruyi heads58 captures the Chinese style that the Manila
Galleon ships introduced to the Spanish colony (Figure 10).
Aristocrats in the last quarter of the eighteenth century through nineteenth
century, would invest a great deal to request commissions sent to Canton by way of the
Manila Galleons. A lengthy and expensive commitment, the galleons took commission
requests back to Manila, where requests would be fulfilled at the hub for export ware
production in Canton. Custom ceramics would arrive the following year in Acapulco.
Commissions requested complete services of dishes with heraldic imagery and coats of
arms. Although local ceramic production developed and matured within its thriving and
prosperous colony, Spanish Americans continued to covet and value the fine porcelain
wares produced exclusively in China.
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Chapter Two:
Colonial Observation, Reproduction, and Innovation in Ceramics

Talavera: Foundation of Colonial Ceramics
Cultural identity in New Spain resulted from the blending of various regional
influences, and ceramic development in Mexico also drew from a variety of sources.
What would become the iconic colonial Talavera ceramic style was rooted in the Italianmade tin-glazed earthenware that was recreated in Spain and subsequently imported to
Mexico. American author and archeologist Edwin Atlee Barber (1851-1916) confirms
among his exhaustive early reflections on international influences on colonial ceramics
that, “The earliest inspiration for the Mexican maiolists was the blue and white ware of
Talavera de la Reina, Spain, which began to appear in Mexico late in the sixteenth
century.”59 Bringing Talavera’s production to Puebla, Mexico, local potters laid the
foundation for future ceramic trends.
With the advent of Chinese ceramic imports from the Manila Galleon trade,
colonial potters integrated an innovative ceramic tradition. By the mid-seventeenth
century, Chinese potters in Jingdezhen had refined the clay components in porcelain and
routinely prepared pure white “canvases” on which cobalt blue pigments would
embellish. Brightly reflective clear glaze finished the wares that would be viewed in
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Mexico at this time. Reflecting on the adaptation of Chinese style into local Talavera
ceramics, Barber reports on the technical restraints of the production process:
The imitation of Chinese painting was usually in flat color. The Oriental blue and
white porcelains, which served as models, were painted level with the surface in
monochrome or camaieu – in different shades of blue – and when the Mexican
artist attempted to reproduce these effects alone, they (sic) usually employed a
thinner color and applied it lightly and evenly.60
Despite technical constraints, Colonial ceramicists soon integrated Eastern ceramic
influences by replicating and interpreting décor and shape.

Imitation of Chinese Decor
Colonial Talavera potters reflected on Chinese Kraak exports and by the late 1600s
integrated Kraak style into the Spanish American material culture. Many early Chinese
ceramics in Mexico are decorated with Kraak, named for the Portuguese carrack ships
that carried porcelain. This paneled technique generally radiates from a central cavetto
(Figure 11), or visually separates or segments the surface of a vessel into “frames”
(Figure 12). Kraak ware is characterized by Chinese designs intended for the Spanish
American market. As opposed to the restrained decoration favored by the Chinese court,
Kraak wares are characteristically busy with a several various designs. A Chinesemanufactured Kraak plate dating to 1640 in the collection of the Museo Nacional de
History shows a hand scroll and artemisa leaf with ribbons in the well portion of the plate
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(Figure 11). A total of sixteen panels radiate from the central motif; eight panels serve a
decorative spacing function, the others alternate between sunflowers and fortuitous
symbols.61 When applied to voluminous objects such as vessels like vases (Figure 12),
Kraak panels are vertical and equally distributed across the circumference of the body.
The panels on the central section of a pear-shaped bottle in the Franz Mayer collection of
the early seventeenth century alternate between decorative and figural motifs; tian ma, or
heavenly horse, leaps among clouds on alternating panels and is likely a reference to the
Emperor Wudi of the Han dynasty (220 BCE-206 CE) who famously coveted horses
from outside of China for their unearthly fortitude. Peaches, a reference to immortality
deeply linked to Daoism, and branches decorate other figural panels. The peach and horse
scenes are separated by narrow panels with geometric design. The neck of the vessel, also
divided into panels, is offset by a ruyi scroll.
As Talavera continued to mature as an element in the material culture in New
Spain, potters began to incorporate imagery that coincided with their New World. Potters
depicted native flora and fauna, such as nopal cactus, quetzal birds, and turkeys.62 A
charming large jar, whose shape is the classic Chinese guan, presents archetypal New
Spain and Chinese motifs in a singular setting (13). In a central panel, a wading bird,
reminiscent of an Eastern crane, approaches a large nopal cactus. Additionally, in a band
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of decoration at the foot of the jar, a snake uncoils and slithers across sand. Meanwhile,
the main panels that divide the ceramic’s surface – a characteristically Chinese method of
defining space – are separated by columns surmised by ruyi heads.63 Additionally, the
geometrical element to the right and left of the snake form stylized mountains, a mode of
representation which originated in Chinese scholarly painting.
The pervasive influence of Kraak symmetrical design translated well on to the
shapes of local wares. One basin in the Denver Art Museum’s collection is a very typical
colonial shape with a flat well and steep, flaring sides (Figure 14). The tin-lead glazed
cavetto is decorated with the figure of an official with billowing robes on horseback.
Radiating from the cavetto are decorative panels with geometric, Kraak-like designs.
While the basin is decorated with motifs seen on blue and white porcelain, the basin
shape and decorative style demonstrates a unity of local ware types with Chinese
characteristics.
Representations of Chinese figures on locally-made ceramics may validate
Mexican interest in Chinese porcelain, and may demonstrate the link between the local
production and the porcelain production in China. In Talavera examples, most Chinese
figures are shown with traditional loose pants and a characteristic hair queue (Figure 15).
An interesting tin-glazed plate depicts four Chinese men attending to the rigging of a
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Manila Galleon, presumably as they are arriving at port in Acapulco (Figure 16). While
the focus of the image is undoubtedly on the galleon vessel headed ashore toward
Western-style architecture, the inclusion of two Eastern figures creates a story to account
for the voyage and safe-keeping of the goods on board. The figures’ fantastically tall
statures also emphasize the role these sailors served in the transpacific trade routes. In
addition to the Eastern figures, a phoenix, depicted in the upper right, punctuates the
Puebla painters’ familiarity with Chinese painting motifs.
Further, a large vase in the collection of the Philadelphia Museum of Art depicts
Chinese role in Colonial life, as a European woman riding in a carriage is attended by
Chinese assistants (Figure 17). The image is rendered with dots, referencing the Islamic
tradition of shading figural imagery with incomplete strokes. In both the aforementioned
galleon plate and this vase, Chinese men are working arduous jobs at the pleasure and
behest of the West, demonstrating the literal integration of the two societies.
While Talavera ceramics continued to mature and incorporated regional influences,
the local styles were not completely replaced. A basin in the Franz Mayer collection
further demonstrates use of Kraak paneled decoration with inclusion of Western imagery
such as Western-style architecture and Catholic churches (Figure 18). However, in the
well of the basin, the artist intentionally summons Chinese pictorial representation of the
architecture by showing the town from a variety of perspectives, as opposed to the
Western technique of one-point perspective commonly used to depict landscapes.
Further, the interior walls of the dish are divided into eight panels, each with crowded
landscape motifs typical of Kraak designs.
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Imitation of Chinese Shape
As Chinese porcelain of foreign size and shape entered the colonial market,
Mexican potters responded by altering existing ceramic shapes. One common shape,
referenced by Barber in 1907, is the covered ovoid jar (Figure 19), as Barber expands:
The Chinese methods also began to impress themselves upon the maiolica of
Mexico fully as early as 1650, at a time when much Oriental porcelain was being
imported into that country… The spherical jar-shaped vase with bell-shaped cover
was extensively copied, and it will be found that the greater number of such
pieces are (sic) ornamented with characteristic motives and entire designs derived
from the Chinese.64
This Chinese example, excavated from the San Diego shipwreck off the coast Fortune
Island, near Luzon, Philippines, retains its lid and is decorated with the famous literary
subject, “seven sages in the bamboo grove,” which is associated with the scholar-official
lifestyle.65 While the subject matter of the vase is distinctly Chinese, the shape of the
knob-covered lid is a style not typically Chinese.
The traditional guan shape, with its small base and bulging shoulder, became
another commonly replicated form in Mexico. Frequently seen with iron or alloy
attachments at the neck to adhere a cover, colonialists frequently used the similarly
shaped jars to hold chocolate, cocoa beans, or other highly valued commodities (Figure
20). The neck of these jars remained unglazed as the iron attachments would be attached
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to the raw surface (Figure 21). Similar Chinese-made examples of similar size also are
unglazed at the neck, as they were to be fitted with attachments upon arrival in New
Spain (Figure 22).66
The double-gourd shaped vase is an additional shape seen in both Mexican and
Chinese ceramics. In Tang dynasty China, the earthenware double-gourd vessel was used
as both a water storage. In the sixteenth century, these vessels enjoyed a revival in blue
and white decorative porcelain, possibly informed by their earthenware predecessors.
Mid-Ming dynasty double-gourd vases characteristically feature a short foot beneath a
pair of stacked globes joined by a central restriction, surmounted by a slender, cylindrical
neck (Figure 23). In Mexico, double-gourd vases (bule) were created as early as the
preclassic period (1200-600 BCE) as demonstrated by unearthed examples of Capacha
wares excavated from small burial grounds in Sinaloa and thought to be used to ferment
beverages (Figure 24).67 As Mexican double-gourd vases have developed stylistically
over centuries, the inclusion of the Chinese style possibly influenced the evolution of the
double-gourd vase in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
A tin-glazed double-gourd in the Museo Franz Mayer collection bears similarity
to its preclassical ancestors, but also shows slight adaptations toward Chinese prototypes
(Figure 25). This example, as opposed to the Capacha example, has a narrow foot that
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tapers up to its widest point at the shoulder of the lower, most bulbous part of the gourd.
However, this vase emulates Chinese blue and white porcelain with its glossy tin glaze
and its motifs, but does remain squatter than the Chinese example.
A later Talavera-style double gourd made in Puebla and dated to 1800, currently
in the Metropolitan Museum’s collection, demonstrates a stronger alignment with the
Wanli-style vase, with more definition between the upper and lower bulbous portions,
and elongated neck (Figure 26). Dated approximately a century after the aforementioned
vase, the progression toward a Chinese style may indicate the degree of influence
slipping into Spanish colonial aesthetics. Further, Chinese vases may inspire the
Metropolitan example in motif and materiality. The Talavera example imitates the
Chinese palmetto leaf motif circling the neck, and the base bears a regular cloud motif.
Additionally, the glossy nature of this blue and white ware recalls the glassy porcelain
surface.
Although the shapes across cultures are similar, the inherent significance of the
gourd is varied and Mexican potters may not have used the fruit as inspiration for the
shape. Nevertheless, the gourd’s significance in China is multifaceted. The double-gourd
is a Daoist symbol implement of Li Tieguai, one of the Eight Immortals who are
frequently celebrated in painting, decorative arts, and literature. The frequency with
which such gourds are mentioned in Chinese lore indicates that they serve both religious
and secular functions in Chinese culture. Beyond the spiritual significance, Li Tieguai’s
gourd pervades the secular realm as it holds a medicinal salve to help the ailing and poor.
Talavera potters who used the double-gourd shape were presumably unaware of the
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Chinese spiritual significance of the gourd, which reinforces their attraction to the shape
as a purely aesthetic preference toward foreign influence.

Cultural Transference
The integration that occurred in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Spanish
America epitomizes hybridity, as New Spain incorporated its indigenous, Iberian, and
satellite cultures into its own identity. As aptly stated by Carolyn Dean and Dana
Leibsohn, “[I]n every society certain mixtures become naturalized over time, losing their
visibility and potency as mixtures, while others continue to be marked as such. The latter
apparently disclose signs of their disparate origins; they stand out from the norm and
seem to require acknowledgement, if not also explanation.” Spanish Americans exhibited
their willingness to integrate by integrating aspects of surrounding cultures into their
own, perhaps to digest the adversity and challenges they faced in the New World, “out of
the need to distinguish and come to terms with unacceptable, conditionally
acceptable, or uneasy mixes.”68
Although colonialists distilled many Eastern motifs from early material examples
and applied them to their own burgeoning visual culture, there was very little social
transference. While this could simply be a result of the minimal exposure colonists had to
Chinese traditions in practice, it may also have resulted from the typical behavior of a
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hybrid culture, one that views itself in two factions: the colonizers and the colonized.
However, this outlook marginalizes other cultural influences that, however
unintentionally, contribute to the hybridization of a new culture. Further, while the
material culture of Chinese ceramics permeated colonial consciousness, their physical
presence nor intangible impact was not diligently recorded and, as a result, Chinese
presence in Mexico is still underrepresented in today’s scholarship. Leibsohn and Dean
speculate that,
Asian influences have been less engaging because our understandings of hybridity
depend upon a hierarchy. Mixtures that, through their material form, register and
preserve traces of conflict between indigenous and Spanish cultures have a
stronger political valence and thus sway in modern and contemporary scholarship
than do those that resulted from more routine practices of trade and exchange.69
Despite the deficiency of physical evidence of cultural exchange to date, ongoing
excavations, such as the work at Fort San Diego, will produce a greater range of primary
resources to stimulate further exploration. Additionally, the expansion of scholarly
interest this subject may continue to develop new philosophical approaches motivated
and guided by the theory of hybridity in order to avoid cultural bias while evaluating the
newly developed identity in Spanish America.
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Chapter Three:
Reciprocal Impact on China

While Colonial Spanish America developed a distinct visual identity throughout
the early seventeenth century, China’s Ming dynasty destabilized and entered a period of
political decline. As Ming emperors shifted their focus away from frivolities like
porcelain and toward defending China against the eminent Manchu threat, Jingdezhen’s
kilns increasingly engaged foreign interest in porcelain. The resulting socioeconomic
changes in China created a secondary iteration of cultural refraction as China’s
production shifted away from Imperial and scholarly ceramics to focus on export ware
intended for the West as well as wares made for the new coastal merchant class who
enjoyed new wealth as a result of the influx of American silver. Kilns in this
southwestern region of China, namely those in Jingdezhen, located in the Rao prefecture
of Jiangxi province, produced the majority of ceramic wares intended for export,
especially the Spanish Colonial market. As production shifted away from the rigidity of
commissioned Imperial porcelain, local kilns instead focused on artistic ingenuity guided
by tastes of their new audiences.
Puebla and Jingdezhen, analogously, were the meccas for ceramic production in
their respective regions. Jingdezhen produced not only the majority of Chinese ceramics
in volume, but also the highest in quality. As a 1682 gazetteer accounts, “As for its line of
business, this is where the potters and the ceramics traders are…Boats and carts crowd
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together here, merchants and traders rush about, people from the five directions mingle,
all spreading out their wares, so numerous it is truly magnificent!”70 Officially designated
a “market town” (zhen) because of its economic reliance on ceramic trade and the
absence of a defensive city wall,71 Jingdezhen’s kiln production was a barometer for the
changing market as it fluctuated with and corresponded to increasing foreign demand as
well as declining Imperial demand as a result of the collapse of the Ming dynasty.
Jingdezhen set the highest standard for Chinese porcelain for a variety of reasons,
both natural and manmade. Official and private kilns comprised the ceramic production
centers of Jingdezhen. Official kilns became the source of Imperial porcelain, while
private kilns (unless temporarily hired by the state) supplied the scholar-official elite and
foreign export markets. As the Imperial court permitted only the highest quality, this
level of prestige was also maintained by private kilns. As a result, Jingdezhen ceramics,
overall, maintained a high level of quality. Mexican examples confirm the high level of
Chinese wares viewed by Puebla potters.
Jingdezhen was advantageously situated for its porcelain production because of its
access to natural resources along well-established transportation routes. Petuntse stone
and kaolin, the two elements integral to porcelain production, were readily available for
mining. Local waterwheel technology supplied the power necessary to pulverize stones
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brought in from adjacent mountains into powder for clay. Nearby woods provided fuel
for firing in massive “dragon” climbing kilns. After firing, ceramics were moved along a
shallow basin stretch of the Chang River, which flows into the southwest into Lake
Boyang, and ultimately connects with the Yangtze River.72
Powerhouse of ceramic production since the fourteenth century, Jingdezhen kilns
set a baseline to compare stylistic trends over dynastic cycles and socioeconomic ebbs
and flows. Puebla potters decidedly viewed Jingdezhen’s ceramics and adapted their
motifs and shapes to their own well-established and ever-evolving visual identity. While
the first Manila Galleons brought traditional Chinese wares to Acapulco, reciprocal
interactions with the West inspired new ceramic conventions.

Silver’s New Role in Coastal China
The exchange of Chinese goods for American silver fueled Eastern China’s
private sector economy. The impact of New Spanish silver in China would change the
economic standard of bartering for goods in-kind, to a commodity-based economy. New
Spain’s viceroyalty in the Americas bore vast volumes of riches in silver, and while the
commodity boosted Spain’s economic authority in Europe, the bullion became a
worldwide currency. Spain founded its first colonial mint in 1535, and silver was
unearthed mainly from Bolivia, Peru, and Mexico.73 One-third of the silver mined in New
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Spain was destined for China; in 1600, colonialists traded greater than one-million taels
of silver to the East.74 A Florentine merchant in 1586 wrote, “Without [Chinese avidity
for silver] the Spanish reals would not have raised as much in value as they are now. The
Chinese among all the peoples of Asia are wild about silver as everywhere men are about
gold.”75 Indeed, the value of silver in Ming China was double the value of the same silver
in Europe.76 Silver arrived in China as Spanish coins or ingots, and its value was assessed
by weight, not by its worth as designated by the Spanish. Moneychangers melted the
silver for distribution.
Silver altered the course of Chinese history; despite China’s plentiful natural
resources, silver was scarce, and thusly an optimal commodity to receive through trade
with the West. The actualization of silver’s potential arose from two primary factors.
First, the commodity facilitated Chinese merchants to “economically interact” with the
West with a new currency while using the same trade procedures.77 By 1500, silver
imported from Japan was common among Chinese markets and coastal towns, expediting
its commoditization. Merchants on the coast largely conducted private business with
silver, despite early Ming opposition. On the municipal level, local governments on the
eastern coast collected taxes from trade in silver.78 The Single Whip reform, an early-
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Ming fiscal order to reduce the cost of gathering taxes, legitimized silver’s role in 1570
by officially consolidating multiple levies into a single payment of silver. Prior to the
reversal of the ban on overseas trade in 1567 and the subsequent Manila Galleon trade in
1571, wealthy Chinese were cautious, even reluctant to pay debts because silver was
scarce.79
Second, silver was favored as currency of choice because of its convenience and
value when physically traded. Prior to the implementation of the Single Whip policy,
payment was made in the form of rice. As Chinese merchants valued a single silver piece
far greater than many grains of rice, “specie was cheaper to transport and store than
grain.”80 Further, Chinese lands begot other metals, but silver was favorable as gold
proved far too expensive, and copper required purity testing to ensure its composition
was not compromised.
Chinese thirst for silver stimulated manufacturing throughout eastern China. In
1630, Fujian-born He Qiaoyuan noted, “The silver acquired via foreign trade resulted in
massive exports, ensuring ‘employment for weavers, potters, and merchants, whose
waxing influence augured [a] higher standard of living for all.”81 The significance
between silver and porcelain is acknowledged on the aforementioned late-sixteenth
century pilgrim flask (Figure 4), whose central medallion depicts King Philip II’s coat of
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arms as depicted on the New Spanish silver coin.82 On the pilgrim flask’s opposite side, a
traditional Chinese landscape painting decorates the central region. The two images,
drawing from distinct cultural regions, speak to the unity and significance of cultural
transaction between the two regions.

Destabilization and New Demand Drives Innovation
Traditionally, production of finer Chinese finer ceramic wares prior to the MingQing transition has been categorized into two large categories: Imperial and scholarofficial. Chinese art is a deliberately retrospective tradition, with a reliance on decorative
arts to conjure the Confucian value of antiquity. Decorative arts were celebrated
alongside the Three Perfections (sanjue) – painting, calligraphy, and poetry – and played
an active role in the execution of each activity. However, the impact of new wealth and
shifting demand over the course of the seventeenth century, upset the historical rigidity of
ceramic production. While ceramic production trends continued to transform throughout
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Colonial Spanish America continued to draw
from established Chinese traditions based on Imperial and scholarly forms. Chinese
merchants, too, would look to these forms to establish a sense of agency based in
antiquity.
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Imperial Porcelain
Underglaze cobalt blue decoration was first systematically commissioned by the
Mongol Yuan court as tribute for Middle Eastern officials. Decorative motifs and ceramic
shapes in this time often reflected Islamic tastes and included geometric and floral
designs on shapes replicating Islamic metal and textile prototypes.83 Craftsmen adhered
to standards set by those who commissioned the pieces, as evidenced by the production
of many dishes that were much larger than Chinese dishes, used to accommodate the
family-style meals enjoyed by those in the Middle East. Official imperial wares were
produced by the imperial factory, or the guanda minshao kilns. Official wares are
designated by a four- or six-character seal of the reigning emperor, and are not common
to excavation sites in Mexico. Ceramics intentionally created for export would not have
this imperial mark, but may have a leaf, a double-ring of concentric circles just inside the
foot ring, or may be devoid of decoration. Imperial kilns were staffed by both skilled
laborers, who were recruited from Rao prefecture, as well as corvée potters and craftsmen
numbering between 300 and 500 who worked for the government at prescribed times,
annually.84
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Imperial courts patronized select kilns in Jingdezhen as early as the Song dynasty
(960-1279).85 In a 1637 publication, Exploitation of the Works of Nature, Jingdezhen
native Song Yingxing describes the quality of the locally produced wares: “The porcelain
from all these places cannot compare with the products of Rao Prefecture in Jiangxi
Province…The porcelain made at kilns at Jingdezhen…is famous everywhere, and is
eagerly sought by countries outside China. From ancient times up till today that place has
been the center for porcelain production.”86 In order to achieve the uniformity required to
please the Imperial court, ceramic painters followed designs from guidebooks provided
by the court. For an early imperial example, a 1433 request from the Bureau for Imperial
Use, published in Da Ming huidian, commissioned 433,500 objects “in accordance with
patterns to be brought there by an official of the Board of Works.”87
The Yuan tradition of blue and white trickled into the visual and material culture
of the Ming dynasty, which adopted the motif and aligned itself with the prestige of the
Yuan court and its unparalleled ceramic technology. In the late Ming, the emerging
merchant class, authoritarians of the Jingdezhen kilns, produced blue and white ceramics
for domestic and foreign distribution. The more traditional scholar-official class, steadfast
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in the virtue of honoring antiquity, preferred the subtleties of Song dynasty ceramics and
was not quick to adopt blue and white. Despite scholar-official preference for white
wares, the trend for blue and white persisted through the Ming and continued to be
celebrated through the Qing dynasty, as well; in a book of songs entitled Potters’ Songs
from Jingdezhen, one Qing dynasty poet wrote: “Blue-decorated white-glazed wares are
complete in a single firing / Clear, brilliant patterns are spat up through the glaze /
Making such things is really wonderful / If you haven’t done it, you haven’t lived!”88
Designs used on Ming ceramics possibly originated from the Imperial Palace’s
Painting Academy, overseen by the Imperial Manufactories Commission,89
foreshadowing the late-Ming’s heavy use of woodblock prints for reference in mass
production. The Ming court, especially, appropriated the use of the five-clawed dragon
for its exclusive use.90 Historically, those not affiliated with the court were prohibited by
a barrage of sumptuary laws preventing the purchase of imperial-style blue and white
porcelain, though they sought imitations of various design to emulate the imperial taste.
Frequently issued sumptuary rules in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries restricted
designs deemed property of the court, including the dragon-and-phoenix design, gilded
porcelains, and five-clawed dragons. A 1438 proclamation, “forbade the manufacture,
sale or distribution of imperial-style blue-and-white porcelain to officials’ families.”
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Those in breach of these regulations faced execution, seizure of belongings, or military
conscription.91 As Kerr and Wood suggest, however strict the consequences, the
frequency of the decrees preventing the replication of imperial imagery, as well as the
proliferation of the imagery on extant ceramics, indicate how frequently violations must
have occurred.

Scholar-Official Connoisseurship
The well-educated gentry comprising the scholar-official class held fine ceramics
in high esteem for the wares’ utilitarian, spiritual, and aesthetic significance. In addition
to cups, plates, and vases, prized ceramics could take the form of scholar’s implements
such as brush pots, scroll weights, or water droppers. While many of these examples
would not serve their intended purpose, they served as conceptual placeholders.
Additionally, many celebrated ceramics imitated ancient bronzes traditionally placed on
Buddhist altars. The use and celebration of ceramics in the place of their bronze
prototypes originated with the early-Ming Emperor Hongwu, who, while born into
meager beginnings, would later uphold the virtues of fine decorative arts. Hongwu
perpetuated his belief in utility by instating the decree of 1369, pronouncing that
porcelain should be used in the place of expensive bronze ritual goods that proliferated
during the Bronze Age.92
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In the scholar’s studio, men used ceramics as sources of amusement while
entertaining their guests who gathered to ruminate on the essence of self and place.
Guided by Confucian tenets, scholar-officials were guided by a metaphysical purpose to
create and appreciate art that reflected their inner-self while venerating the past and its
antiquities. Ming scholar-officials sought personal rigor and sense of achievement
through the material culture of Song dynasty scholars.
Ceramics with delicate, subtle glazes of a white or translucent light blue, typically
with crackle-like crazing on its surface, were also objects of contemplation. The journal
of Li Rihua (1565-1635), a member of the civil service and a collector, published in the
early 1600s discloses his thoughts on this porcelain.93 While purchasing imperial wares in
1598, he met Hao Shijiu (Hao nineteen) to whom he “gave … an order to make shallow
bowls in a flowing mist style, glazed in a secret colour that combines cinnabar and lead,
and paid him thirty taels in cash. Then I had to leave and he promptly forgot all about the
bowls with the flowing mist.” Hao’s lyrical language, evoking from nature a metaphor of
the “flowing mist” on the porcelain’s glaze, demonstrates the poetic and sentimental
connection scholars sought from the essence of their ceramics. The luminously white
Ding ware was considered to be “the finest of all Song ceramics.”94 According to analysis
by Craig Clunas, the highest priced possessions included fine calligraphy, inscribed
bronzes vessels, and Song ceramics.95 Generations of scholars from as early as 1388 have
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canonized Song stoneware’s status as a valuable antique, as published in Cao Zhao’s
Essential Criteria of Antiques (Geguyaolun), the first Chinese connoisseurship guide.96
Although previous scholars interpreted Ming collectors’ preference for antique
objects as a dismissal of contemporaneous ceramics, it is likely that some collectors
indulged in ceramics of all ware types. In 1595, Zhang Chou (1577-1643) wrote about the
transition of ceramic connoisseurship in Treatise of Flowers: “Among the ceramics, the
most valuable ones are Chai and Ru wares, but these are now scarcely preserved. The
most precious ones at present are Guan, Ge, Xuan(de) and Ding wares. And vases of
Longquan, Junzhou, Zhangsheng, Wuni, and Chenghua are also gradually becoming
treasured.”97 Referring to the early Ming reigns of Xuande (1425-1435) and Chenghua
(1464-1487), Zhang refers to the inevitable stylistic shift in ceramic production and
consumption.

New Markets: Merchants and the West
Porcelain produced throughout the Ming-Qing transition is characterized by
unprecedented creativity in shapes and decoration. Ceramicists felt liberated, unshackled
from the weight of imperially mandated commissions, and free to respond to domestic
and overseas market demand. After Emperor Wanli’s death in 1620, restrictions on
Jingdezhen kilns were lifted, thus freeing up the highly skilled laborers of the former
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imperial kilns to work in the non-imperial kilns. The motifs and style favored by the
imperial family, such as dragons and phoenixes, Daoist Immortals, and chrysanthemums
and peonies were painted with less frequency. Instead, new motifs could be classified
into four categories: “landscapes, flowers and birds, scenes from plays, and scenes from
stories.”98 Ornamentation evolved from typical Chinese motifs, and toward its largest
active market – the West.
Four emperors ruled China from the time between the Ming’s initial decline (early
1600s) and the prominent Kangxi period (1661-1722) of the Qing dynasty, and while
historical porcelain production generally follows preferences set forth by the reigning
emperor, Ming-Qing ceramics appear more fluid across reign dates. Within the discipline,
only recently have scholars attempted to create a classification system, and this topic is
prime for research. In consideration of the foregoing, the following is an overview of the
resulting wares arising from the dynamic transitional period.
Of the ceramics produced in the Tianqi reign, export ware comprised a
“significant proportion,” a departure from the Wanli period’s output.99 Dutch, Japanese,
and Southeast Asians purchased the majority of export ware during Tianqi’s reign.
Perhaps the most immediately notable ware type is Kraak, taken from the word for the
Portuguese carrack ships that carried porcelain. As noted in Chapter One, Kraak ware is
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typified by blue and white design with elaborately decorated, evenly-spaced panels
radiating from a center theme.
By the Chongzhen reign, Jingdezhen craftsmen had local access to a more pure
form of cobalt blue, thereby enhancing the painterly quality of their underglaze
decoration. This development led to elaborate narrative scenes, often depicting Daoist
stories or scenes from literature. In blue and white porcelain, painters defined gradient
shading with “v-shaped” strokes in varying amounts of concentration. In addition to
decorative motifs, the shapes of ceramics also changed notably in this period. In the
1630s, Chongzhen dynasty kilns developed the rolwagen, or “elephant’s leg,” vase, a nod
at a European vessel with a near-cylindrical body, with its foot slightly smaller in
diameter than the shoulder, and with a flaring mouth. Rolwagen vases give the
impression of heft, when in fact they are thinly potted vessels, contributing to the
mysterious allure of porcelain. The ceramic brush pot also debuted as a new vessel shape
during this time; while jade, ivory, and bamboo, and other woods were commonly used
by scholar-officials in their studios, porcelain was a new material.
Ceramicists also took creative liberties by reinterpreting traditional, archaistic
shapes. Gu were a part of a set of altar vessels cast in bronze in the Zhou dynasty and
formed a popular shape for reproduction. These vessels remained valuable as they
represented a link to antiquity, and their presence was particularly celebrated by scholarofficials in the Song dynasty. The gu vase is characteristically tall and slender with a
slightly flared base, a trumpeting neck, and a bulbous center. In the late Ming, the
ceramic form imitated the highly sought-after bronze examples, but simplified the form
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and smoothed the surface, such that a slight bulge at the waist would represent the
bulbous center.
Production during the Shunzhi period, the first Manchu reign over Qing dynasty
China, was limited in quantity but diverse in motif. Within the blue and white genre, the
“v-shaped stroke” phased out in exchange for points of cobalt. The density of these points
would later translate into the washes of gradient cobalt seen in fine Kangxi wares. The
ceramic industry in Jingdezhen would remain under lax imperial control until the Three
Feudatories rebellion beginning in 1673, which would further destabilize ceramic
production.100
While Spanish American commissions for porcelain bearing coats of arms or
family crests are quite unusual, Europeans popularly requested these motifs to be
reproduced by Chinese potters. Until mid-eighteenth century, Europeans played an
indirect role in the commissions they purchased.101 Europeans would place commissions
in Guangzhou, and orders would be transmitted to potters in Jingdezhen where the
requests were “translated,” or often mistranslated, by the hands of Chinese ceramic
painters. Likely a result of insufficient quality and in the interest of time and money,
ceramic blanks were made in Jiangxi and then shipped to kilns in Guangzhou where they
could be painted under closer European supervision. Potters in Jingdezhen fulfilled
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requests for porcelain decorated with coat of arms as early as the 1540s through
approximately 1630, with a resurgence in the last decade of the seventeenth century.
According to David Howard’s analysis of a November 19, 1731 invoice to Charles Peers
Esq of Chislehampton Lodge, Oxfordshire, the cost of commissioned armorial porcelain
ranged from five to twenty-five times the market price of standard porcelain. Chinese
painters were informed of the unfamiliar designs by books, images, and even previously
produced ceramic examples.
Chinese kilns weathered the Ming-Qing transition by fulfilling Western demand
and, in turn, jumpstarting new ceramic traditions, funded largely by Manila Galleon
silver, that Western and Eastern audiences would celebrate by including them in their
visual culture. As porcelain production stabilized in the Kangxi period and later Qing
dynasty, innovative techniques that arose from the Ming-Qing transition persisted,
normalized, and created a new visual culture for Chinese decorative arts.
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Conclusion

Cultural exchange never occurs in a vacuum; the interaction between China and
Spanish Colonial Mexico caused significant waves in both societies. These effects are
aptly modeled with the scientific theory of refraction. The New Spanish colonialists’
deliberate choice to incorporate Chinese material culture into their burgeoning cultural
identity in Mexico is an iteration of cultural refraction because colonialists collected,
treasured, and used Chinese ceramics. They established a cultural identity on the basis of
influence from and emulation of Chinese porcelain. By observing the point of
convergence between colonial and Chinese ceramics in Mexico by way of the Manila
Galleon trade, we may also observe larger societal trends. As China faced new market
forces, the Western influence and the potency of silver powered China’s coastal regions.
Chinese material culture, indeed, exerted far-reaching influences, not just along the Silk
Road, but across oceans.
The early transpacific material exchange between Manila and Acapulco provided
the infrastructure for fruitful trade throughout nearly three centuries; the Manila Galleons
discontinued the transpacific journey in 1815. External forces back in Europe redirected
Spanish Americans’ attention from trade with Manila. The tensions leading to the 1820
outbreak of the Mexican war for independence hampered popular consumption in the
colonies. Further, Spain ramped up regulative policies with the intention of preventing its
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American colony from amassing a threatening volume of wealth and power, especially in
light of Spain’s compromised position as it faced Napoleonic invasion.
A reading of Spanish America’s history does not adequately reveal the extent to
which Chinese production contributed to the colonial experience during the formative
years of Mexican national identity. Only recently have scholars offered Asia as the cuarta
raíz, or “fourth root,” of genealogical and cultural makeup, alongside the Iberian
Peninsula, indigenous peoples, and Africa.102 Porcelain contributed to New Spain’s
image of self while the colony wrestled with the challenges of being separated from its
imperial base.
This thesis’ inquiry about the transference of influence through material and
visual cultures is hardly exhaustive, and opens many new avenues for research. While
this exercise focused on colonial response, research could be furthered with investigation
into the influence of Chinese material culture within the indigenous population, if any
occurred. As previously mentioned, markets in Acapulco and the Mexico City Parián
offered Chinese wares of all quality, so that everyone in all social strata could access
Asian material culture, and the impact on all castas merits investigation.
The territory of the Viceroyalty of New Spain extended across North America. In
light of the passage of Eastern goods from Acapulco to Veracruz, to what extent did
Chinese material culture permeate New Spain to the north and south? Scattered
intentionally by trade or accidentally by shipwreck, porcelain sherds have been excavated
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along the Pacific coastline, in Tillamook lands in the form of arrowheads, and in the
deserts of New Mexico. A careful and comprehensive analysis of these sherds would
likely reveal further conclusions to the distribution of Chinese influence.
While Spanish Americans’ interest in the East reportedly diminished with the end
of the galleon trade, in Europe, the imagination of China would be the myth that was
Chinoiserie. Is there an aspect of colonialism that directed the colony away, while within
a century, it would capture the imagination of the motherland? Jingdezhen export
porcelain made for the eighteenth-century European market appeared markedly different
from those wares made for the Spanish Colonial market. This subject of competitive
studies also warrants further research.
A popular Chinese idiom declares, “Heaven is high, and the Emperor is far
away.” Referencing the activities of a region distanced from imperial oversight, this
idiom proves applicable to the denizens of New Spain, as well. Mexico, separated from
its roots by an ocean of distance, exercised self-determination by creating a unique
settlement and daring to establish a new identity to account for its new challenges. As
residents of New Spain increasingly favored Eastern objects, motifs, and patterns, their
identity refracted into a new national identity that produced local adaptations of blended
cultures. China’s material culture contributed considerably to the spirit of a nation. The
spirit of this identity would be tapped to fight the Spanish hegemony for independence in
1810 and is stalwartly imbedded in today’s national character. Similarly, the Manila trade
route facilitated a revenue stream of precious silver to China that refracted the course of
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Chinese ceramic production, revived a declining ceramic tradition at Jingdezhen kilns,
and helped to lay groundwork for the emerging Qing dynasty.
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Figures

Figure 1. Refraction
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Figure 2. The Pacific Rim and the Manila Galleon Routes
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Figure 3. Large Jar with Hapsburg Eagle,
Jingdezhen, China, Wanli period (1590-1635),
porcelain with cobalt blue underglaze, Peabody
Essex Museum, E83015
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Figure 4. Pilgrim Flask, China, porcelain with
cobalt blue underglaze, ca. 1580-1635, Peabody
Essex Museum, E82416
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Figure 5. Juan de Zurbaran (1620-1649), Still Life
with Cup of Chocolate, 1640, oil on canvas
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Figure 6. Pedro Calderon, Cristo de Chalma, fl.
early eighteenth century, oil on canvas, Museo
Nacional de Historia, Mexico City

Figure 7. Rectangular Bottle, Jingdezhen, China,
1628-1644, porcelain with cobalt blue underglaze,
Victoria and Albert Museum, 373-1903
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Figure 8. Sherds from Fort San Diego, Acapulco, Mexico, Wanli
period (ca. 1572-1620), porcelain with cobalt blue underglaze

Figure 9. Dish with Two Deer, China, late Wanli period
(ca. 1610-1625), porcelain with cobalt blue underglaze
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Figure 10. Vase with Curling Dragon, Jingdezhen, China,
Wanli period (ca. 1600), porcelain with cobalt blue
underglaze, Museo Navel, Madrid
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Figure 11. Plate with Kraak Design,
China, Chongzhen period (ca. 1640),
porcelain with cobalt underglaze, Museo
Nacional de Historia, Mexico City

Figure 12. Pear-shaped Bottle with Kraak
Design, China, late Ming dynasty (1610-44),
porcelain with cobalt underglaze, Museo Franz
Mayer, Mexico City
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Figure 13. Large Jar with Nopal, Puebla, Mexico,
eighteenth century, Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico
City
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Figure 14. Basin with Man on Horseback,
Puebla, Mexico, late 1600s, tin-glazed
earthenware, Denver Art Museum, Funds from
2001 Collector’s Choice 2001.314
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Figure 15. Tile with a Chinese Man Puebla,
Mexico, 1650-1700, tin-glazed earthenware,
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Purchased with
Special Museum Funds, 1917-190

Figure 16. Plate with a
Manila Galleon and Four
Chinese Sailors; Puebla,
Mexico; seventeenth century,
tin-glazed earthenware,
private collection, Mexico
City
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Figure 17. Jar with European Woman
and Chinese Assistants, attributed to
Damián Hernández; Puebla, Mexico,
1607-1653, tin-glazed earthenware,
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Purchased
with funds contributed by Mrs. John
Harrison, 1907-295

Figure 18. Basin, Puebla, Mexico;
eighteenth century, Museo Franz Mayer,
Mexico City.
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Figure 19. Covered Jar, China,
Wanli period (1600 terminus),
porcelain with underglaze cobalt
blue, National Museum of the
Philippines, Manila

Figure 20. Large Jar, Puebla,
Mexico, eighteenth century, tinglazed earthenware, Museo Franz
Mayer, Mexico City
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Figure 21. Chocolate Jar with Iron Lid, Puebla,
Mexico, 1725/1775, tin-glazed earthenware, Art
Institute of Chicago, Gift of Eva Lewis in memory
of her husband, Herbert Pickering Lewis,
1923.1537

Figure 22. Jar, China, 1620-1683, porcelain
with cobalt blue underglaze, Museo Franz
Mayer, Mexico City
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Figure 23. Double-Gourd Vase, China, Kangxi
period (1662-1722), porcelain with cobalt blue
underglaze, Brooklyn Museum, Gift of the
executors of the estate of Colonel Michael
Friedsam, 32.983
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Figure 24. Gourd-Shaped Vessels from the Capacha Cultural
Phase (1500-1000 BCE) of Colima, Sinaloa, Mexico,
earthenware, Museum of Colima Regional History.
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Figure 26. Bottle in the Shape of a DoubleGourd, Mexico, ca. 1800, tin-glazed
earthenware, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of Mrs. Robert W. de Forest, 11.87.30

Figure 25. Bottle in the Shape of a DoubleGourd, Puebla, Mexico, late seventeenth
century, tin-glazed earthenware with blue
paint, Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico City
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